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House Resolution 838

By: Representatives Thomas of the 56th, Alexander of the 66th, Brooks of the 55th, Jones of

the 53rd, and Beasley-Teague of the 65th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Audri Scott Williams; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Audri Scott Williams is the co-founder of the Quantum Leap Transformational2

Center, whose mission is to expand the outer limits of the human experience; and3

WHEREAS, she is a mother, grandmother, peace walker, vision keeper, motivator, quantum4

communicator and explorer, author, and producer; and5

WHEREAS, in 2000, she followed her vision on the Trail of Dreams Ancestral Journey, a6

walk from Pennsylvania to Georgia; in 2002, she walked in Ghana, West Africa; between7

2005 and 2009, she traveled to six continents on the Trail of Dreams World Peace Walk; in8

2011, she completed the 13 Moon Walk 4 Peace in Atlanta, Georgia; and she is currently on9

the Green Respect Walk for the Environment, where she joined forces with the Heal the10

Atmosphere Association; and11

WHEREAS, her peace pilgrimages, which spring from her passion for a just and righteous12

society that promotes the interconnectedness of all and fulfills the true pattern of perfection13

for all life, promote healing with and among disparate groups, engage people of all14

generations as leaders, and are nourished by the wisdom of surviving traditional cultures and15

peace heroes of the past; and16

WHEREAS,  Audri believes that her time at the feet of elders from East, West, and South17

Africa, Polynesia, and Native America has taught her the value of paying attention to18

everything as a way of finding clarity of purpose.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body recognize and commend Audri Scott Williams for her dedication21

to environmental awareness.22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized23

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Audri Scott Williams.24


